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Curriculum 
Purpose & 
Rationale

•At Ark Kings, our Writing curriculum aims to give children the ability to talk confidently about the audience and purpose of their writing, to develop a love for 
creative writing and to know that their writing can have an impact on others. By studying writing at Ark Kings, pupils will know how to write for different 
audiences and purposes. They will also learn to become writers for the 21st century. The curriculum is delivered in a way to enable pupils with confidence to 
put pen to paper, whilst exploring and analysing models of good work so they can become independent writers who are able to write quality peices at length.     

Nursery

• Children begin to recognise and write some intial Set 1 letters. 
• Children begin to recognise and write letters in their name. 

Reception

•Children practise correct letter formation as part of their daily Speed Sounds Lesson.
•Children learn RWI handwriting phrases to support the correct formation of letters. 
•Children begin to learn the relationships between sounds and letters. 
•Children are expected to be able to write a simple sentence by the end of Reception. 
•Children follow the Talk for Writing programme (adapted for Reception pupils by the class teacher).

Year 1

•Pupils have five 50-minute to 1-hour writing lessons per week.
•Pupils follow the Talk for Writing programme (adapted to suit the needs of AKA pupils).  
•Pupils begin to write for a wider range of purposes and audiences. To understand that they can write to entertain, inform or to persuade. 
• Pupils are taught a range of text types. Pupils look at good examples and model pieces of writing where they identify language and structural features in order to build a 

toolkit. They practise core skills before applying these to short burst pieces of writing. They have opportunities for 'slow write' and 'shared write' before planning and writing 
their own independent piece.    

•Grammar knowledge and spelling is taught through the main teaching sequence.   

Year 2

• Pupils have five 50-minute to 1-hour writing lessons per week.
• Pupils follow the Talk for Writing programme (adapted to suit the needs of AKA pupils). 
• Pupils write for a wider range of purposes and audiences. To understand that they can write to entertain, inform, to persuade or to discuss.  
• Pupils are taught a range of text types. Pupils look at good examples and model pieces of writing where they identify language and structural features in order to build a toolkit. They practise core 

skills before applying these to short burst pieces of writing. They have opportunities for 'slow write' and 'shared write' before planning and writing their own independent piece. 
• Grammar knowledge and spelling is taught through the main teaching sequence. 
• Pupils begin to proof read, edit and publish their writing.

Year 3

• Pupils have five 50-minute to 1-hour writing lessons per week.
• Pupils follow the Talk for Writing programme (adapted to suit the needs of AKA pupils). 
• Pupils write for a wider range of purposes and audiences. To understand that they can write to entertain, inform, to persuade or to discuss. 
• Pupils are taught a range of text types. Pupils look at good examples and model pieces of writing where they identify language and structural features in order to build a toolkit. They practise core 

skills before applying these to short burst pieces of writing. They have opportunities for 'slow write' and 'shared write' before planning and writing their own independent piece. 
• Grammar knowledge and spelling is taught through the main teaching sequence. 
• Pupils proof read, edit and publish their writing.

Year 4

• Pupils have five 50-minute to 1-hour writing lessons per week.

• Pupils follow the Talk for Writing programme (adapted to suit the needs of AKA pupils). 

• Pupils write for a wider range of purposes and audiences. To understand that they can write to entertain, inform, to persuade or to discuss. 

• Pupils are taught a range of text types. Pupils look at good examples and model pieces of writing where they identify language and structural features in order to build a toolkit. They practise core 
skills before applying these to short burst pieces of writing. They have opportunities for 'slow write' and 'shared write' before planning and writing their own independent piece. 

• Grammar knowledge and spelling is taught through the main teaching sequence. 
• Pupils proof read, edit and publish their writing.

Year 5

• Pupils have five 50-minute to 1-hour writing lessons per week.

• Pupils follow the Talk for Writing programme (adapted to suit the needs of AKA pupils). 

• Pupils write for a wider range of purposes and audiences. To understand that they can write to entertain, inform, to persuade or to discuss. 

• Pupils are taught a range of text types. Pupils look at good examples and model pieces of writing where they identify language and structural features in order to build a toolkit. They practise core 
skills before applying these to short burst pieces of writing. They have opportunities for 'slow write' and 'shared write' before planning and writing their own independent piece. 

• Grammar knowledge and spelling is taught through the main teaching sequence. 
• Pupils proof read, edit and publish their writing.

Year 6

• Pupils have five 50-minute to 1-hour writing lessons per week.
• Pupils follow the Talk for Writing programme (adapted to suit the needs of AKA pupils). 
• Pupils write for a wider range of purposes and audiences. To understand that they can write to entertain, inform, to persuade or to discuss. 
• Pupils are taught a range of text types. Pupils look at good examples and model pieces of writing where they identify language and structural features in order to build a toolkit. They practise core 

skills before applying these to short burst pieces of writing. They have opportunities for 'slow write' and 'shared write' before planning and writing their own independent piece. 
• Grammar knowledge and spelling is taught through the main teaching sequence. 
• Pupils proof read, edit and publish their writing.

Year 7

•Depending on what track they are on, students will either study grammar through non-fiction texts or, if they have not yet grasped the fundamentals of 
grammar, they will learn to write in full sentences (if studying EW1) and how to punctuate clauses (if studying EW2). Students who have significant literacy 
issues will have been identified and enrolled on a writing intervention programme that runs alongside phonics instruction.

Year 8

•Depending on what track they are on, students will at least have learnt how to punctuate clauses (if studying EW2), and will at most have 
learnt how to write using a wider variety of punctuation such as semi-colons. Students who have significant literacy issues will still be provided 
with writing support through their literacy catch up if needed. Furthermore, in their Summer term unit, students will focus on creative writing 
for the first time, through the creation of allegorical descriptions and fables, which will in turn support them at GCSE with Language Paper 1.

Year 9

•This year, the majority of students will move away from Expressive Writing units to focusing more heavily on writing real texts, based on those 
that they have read. This takes place in the “Reading for Study” unit that students work through during this year, which asks them to analyse 
the conventions of mostly non-fiction texts’ form, structure and language, so that they can then create their own. Some students will still 
require writing support during this year in order to ensure that they are best supported before they begin their GCSE writing courses.

Year 10

•Students will, this year, put into practice the work that they have done in their KS3 writing lessons in terms of grammatical accuracy and their 
use of linguistic techniques. As they did in Y8 and 9 in their writing units, students will be asked to write creative and transactional pieces of 
writing in response to a stimulus. However, for the first time, the stimulus is largely unseen and more open to interpretation, with less support 
given to students in terms of planning and ideas generation.

Year 11

•In Y11, students will be preparing for their examinations, so will focus heavily on how to answer Literature questions through exam-style 
responses. Therefore, they will develop the domain knowledge associated with the craft of writing essays. Students will also develop skills 
needed for creative and transactional pieces of writing as they approach their Language examination.


